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Flexural Design of Reinforced Concrete Frames
Using a Genetic Algorithm

Charles V. Camp1; Shahram Pezeshk2; and Håkan Hansson3

Abstract: A design procedure implementing a genetic algorithm is developed for discrete optimization of reinforced concrete
~RC-GA!. The design procedure conforms to the American Concrete Institute~ACI! Building Code and Commentary. The objective of th
RC-GAprocedure is to minimize the material and construction costs of reinforced concrete structural elements subjected to serv
and strength requirements described by the ACI Code. Examples are presented demonstrating the efficiency of theRC-GAprocedure for
the flexural design of simply-supported beams, uniaxial columns, and multi-story frames.
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Introduction

Reinforced concrete structures have considerable compres
strength compared to most other materials. In addition to the h
compressive strength, reinforced concrete structures are dur
versatile, and have relatively low maintenance cost when co
pared to steel structures. They also provide good resista
against fire and water damage, and have an excellent potentia
a long service life~McCormac 1998!.

Material cost is an important issue in designing and constru
ing reinforced concrete structures. The main factors affecting c
are the amount of concrete and steel reinforcement required.
therefore, desirable to make reinforced concrete structures ligh
while still fulfilling serviceability and strength requirements. I
addition to material costs, labor and formwork costs are sign
cant. The formwork cost is usually expressed in cost per unit a
but the labor can be difficult to estimate. It is common to comb
the labor and the formwork cost to obtain a reasonable estimat
the total construction cost of the structure.

The objective of this research is to design low-cost reinforc
concrete frames that satisfy the limitations and specifications
the American Concrete Institute~ACI! Building Code and Com-
mentary using a genetic algorithm~GA!. Many researchers have
applied traditional optimization techniques to the design of re
forced concrete structures. Krishnamoorthy and Munro~1979!
and Krishnamoorthy and Rajeev~1989! used linear programming
techniques to optimize reinforced concrete frames. Hoit et
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~1991! designed low-weight two-dimensional frames using th
method of augmented Lagrangian multipliers and nonlinear p
gramming techniques. Chung and Sun~1994! used sequential lin-
ear programming and the gradient projection method to optim
reinforced concrete beams with a nonlinear material respon
Adamu et al.~1994! used a continuum-type optimality criteria
method to minimize the cost of reinforced concrete beams. Z
linski et al. ~1995! used an internal penalty function algorithm to
optimize reinforced concrete short-tied columns. Fadaee and G
erson ~1996! optimized the cost of three-dimensional skelet
structures using the optimality criteria. Val et al.~1996! used sev-
eral iterative methods to evaluate the reliability of reinforced co
crete frames. Balling and Yao~1997! optimized three-dimensional
frames using a multilevel method that separated the problem i
a system optimization problem and a series of individual memb
optimization problems. More recently, Rajeev and Krishnamoo
thy ~1998! applied a simple genetic algorithm~SGA! to the cost
optimization of two-dimensional frames.

The design of reinforced concrete structures is based upon
restrictions and guidelines found in the ACI Building Code Re
quirements for Structural Concrete~ACI 318-99! and Commen-
tary ~ACI 318R-99!. The ACI Code provides specifications an
information required to design reinforced concrete structures, f
tors for applied loads, strength reduction factors, and restrictio
on the placement of reinforcement.

Goldberg~1986, 1989! is one of the first researchers to use
GA to solve engineering optimization problems. Based on Go
berg’s work many other researchers applied GAs to a variety
structural design problems. Jenkins~1991! developed a GA to
optimize plane steel frames. Rajeev and Krishnamoorthy~1992!
expanded the application of GAs into discrete design variables
obtaining the minimum weight of trusses subjected to stress c
straints. Koumousis and Georgiou~1994! used a GA to optimize
the mixed layout and sizing problem of a typical steel roof. Ade
and Cheng~1993, 1994! introduced an augmented Lagrangia
multiplier into a GA to optimize space trusses. Rajan~1995! de-
veloped a GA to optimize truss structures that are subjected
sizing, shape, and topology constraints. Pezeshk and Camp~2001!
compiled a comprehensive review of research related to structu
optimization using GAs for steel frames.
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Fig. 1. Typical geometry of reinforced concrete beam and colum
sections
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combined costs associated with the geometry of the cross se
are typically more significant than the cost of the steel reinfo
ing.

Penalized Objective Function

In engineering optimization problems, it is vital to satisfy perfo
mance constraints. The search strategy implemented in a GA
siders the fitness of a solution and is unaffected by any viola
of problem constraints. To introduce feasibility into fitness o
solution, penalty functions are used to account for constraints
form an ‘‘unconstrained problem’’ on which the GA can be a
plied directly, penalty functions integrate constraints with the
jective function.

Although there are many penalty function schemes propo
for structural design and optimization~Camp et al. 1998 and
Foley and Schinler 2000!, in this study, an implementation o
linear and quadratic penalty functions is used to account for c
straint violations. The general form of the penalty function is

F5)
i 51

n

~11ci !
ki (3)

where F5penalty factor;n5total number of constraints;ci5
value that reflects the degree of violation of constrainti (ci

.0); andki5exponential factor associated with constrainti. The
objective function or structural cost of a particular design is
nalized as follows:

F85FF (4)

whereF85penalized objective function.
A structural analysis is performed to evaluate the object

function and determine the feasibility of a design. If there are
violations of constraints, the penalty factor is one. When one
more of the constraints are violated, the solution is infeasible
some degree, and the value of the corresponding objective f
tion is meaningless. To retain some form of useful informat
from infeasible solutions, the value of the penalty factor is use
quantitatively describe the degree of constraint violation and
provide a relative measure of the solution’s performance.

Reinforced Concrete Frames

In general, reinforced concrete structures are designed and
neered to be durable, serviceable, and attractive. Structural
ments composing a reinforced concrete system may be bro
classified into floor slabs, beams, columns, walls, and foundat
~Nawy 1996!. When designing a reinforced concrete frame, co
sideration of the interaction between beams and columns is
to developing safe and cost-efficient structures.

Beam

Beams are generally defined as the structural elements that t
mit tributory loads from floor slabs and walls to vertical suppo
ing columns~Nawy 1996!. Fig. 1 defines the geometry of a ge
eral rectangular singly reinforced concrete beam whered is the
effective depth to the tensile steel reinforcement. Values ofd and
As are computed from the thickness of the section, the topol
and amount reinforcing steel, and the amount of concrete co

Beam Columns

Columns are typically vertical elements that support the struct
floor systems~Nawy 1996!. Columns are to be subjected to bo
Structural Optimization

The basic statement in structural optimization problems is
objective function. For reinforced concrete structures, cost
function of the structural material weight and the formwork.
general statement for the objective function in terms of the pr
erties of both the structure as a whole and the individual struct
member is

F5 f ~pm ,pj ,ps! (1)

where F5objective function; pm5material properties; pj

5connection characteristics; andps5structural characteristics.

Objective Function

The objective of this study is to design reinforced concrete fram
that minimize the structural cost. Fig. 1 defines the basic ge
etry of both a reinforced concrete beam and a reinforced conc
column whereb is the width of the beam or column section,h is
the thickness of the beam or column section, andAs is the area of
the steel reinforcing.

In this study, the design variables are the width of the sect
b, the thickness of the section,h, the reinforcing steel bar numbe
and the number of bars or topology of the reinforcement.
advantage of using the rebar number as a design variable is
both the cross-sectional area and the diameter are intrinsic p
erties. In this case, values associated with a rebar number var
can be used to compute the total cross-sectional area of the
reinforcement,As , the flexural capacity of a section, and to d
termine if a reinforcement pattern is consistent with design ge
etry. The reinforcement topology variable can define both
number and pattern of reinforcement bars within a section.

The mathematical form of the objective function for the des
of reinforced concrete frames is

Minimize F5 f ~pm ,pj ,ps!

F5 (
elements

Cc,bh1Cs,As12Cf,~b1h! (2)

Subject to c1<0 c2<0 ... cn<0

whereCc5cost of the concrete per cubic foot;Cs5cost of steel
per cubic foot;Cf5cost of the formwork per square foot~includ-
ing labor!; ,5length of the beam or column; andc1 ,c2 ,...,cn ,
are constraint functions based on the specifications and lim
tions of the ACI Code. A simple evaluation of the objective fun
tion defined in Eq.~2! reveals that for most cases, the costs of
reinforcing steel and the formwork contribute more to the str
tural cost estimate than the cost of the concrete. However,
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Sway and NonSway Unbraced Frames with Beam Columns
Nonsway loads are uniformly distributed loads that cause little,
no, sway in the frame. These loads are typically dead and li
loads. Lateral wind loads and earthquake loads, on the other ha
are capable of making the frame sway horizontally.

Frame Stability
The total moment,M, generated by the combination of sway and
nonsway applied loads is

M5Mns1dsMs (5)

where M ns5moment created by the nonsway loads;Ms

5moment generated by the sway loads; andds5moment magni-
fication factor for frames not braced against sidesway.

A story within a structure can be treated as nonsway if

Q5
(PuD0

Vu,c
<0.05 (6)

whereQ5stability index for a story;SPu andVu5total vertical
load and the story shear, respectively, in the story in questio
D05first-order relative deflection between the top and bottom o
that story due toVu ; and,c5 length of the compression member
in a frame, measured from center to center of the joints in th
frame. IfQ<0.05, the sway moment will not be magnified andds

will be equal to one. IfQ.0.05, the moment magnification factor
is

ds5
1

12Q
(7)

Slenderness
When a column is considered slender, the moment will be ma
nified. The ACI Code states that for compression members n
braced against sidesway, effects of slenderness may be negle
when

k,u

r
,22 (8)

where k5effective length factor for compression members;,u

5unsupported length of a compression member; andr 5radius of
gyration. The effective length factor is a function of the stiffnes
at a joint in a frame. If the slenderness value is greater than 2
the moment has to be magnified. Eq.~3! is then applied to calcu-
late the magnified sway moment.

The effective length factor,k, is dependent on the ratio of the
compression members to the flexural members in a plane at
end of a compression member. The ratio,c, is

c5
(~EI/, !c

(~EI/, !g
(9)

whereI 5moment of inertia of the section;E5modulus of elas-
ticity; and c indicates the properties of a column, andg indicates
the properties of a girder. Oncec has been computed for each end
of a column, the two values are averaged. The effective leng
factor can then be calculated based on the following criteria:

cm,2 k5
202cm

20
A11cm (10)

cm>2 k50.9A11cm (11)

wherecm5average ofc values from each end of the compression
member.
axial compressive loads~column action! and bending moments
~beam action!. In a multi-story rigid frames, lateral loads cau
horizontal compression in each story. Beam-column eleme
combine beam action, involving bending and lateral torsio
buckling, with the column action, which considers compress
buckling.

There are many different kinds of columns: circular and squ
concrete sections with a steel tubing on the outside, circular
square spiral columns with steel reinforcement, and rectang
tied columns with steel reinforcement. Rectangular tied colum
are common in construction of reinforced concrete building a
are used in all designs presented in this study. Fig. 1 defines
geometry of a typical rectangular column whered8 is the distance
from the extreme compression fibers in the concrete to the
troid of the compression steel.

Column Strength Interaction Diagram

A column interaction diagram is used to determine the capa
and suitability of a column. To obtain a representation of
interaction diagram, important transitional points on the diagr
are computed and connected using linear relationships.
strength capacity of the column is compared to the applied lo
ing and moment. If the applied axial force and bending mom
fall inside of the interaction diagram, the capacity of the colum
is satisfactory. Fig. 2 illustrates the shape and form of the be
column strength interaction diagram used in this study.

The rectilinear approximation of the strength interaction d
gram has three specific regions: the maximum axial compres
region permitted by the ACI Code, the compression failure
gion, and the tension failure region. The maximum axial compr
sion permitted by the ACI Code,Pn(max), is 0.8P0 for tied col-
umns whereP05nominal axial load strength at zero eccentrici
The compression failure region is delineated from the tens
failure region by the balanced strain condition (Mb ,Pb). Within
the compression failure region an immediate point is compu
midway betweenPb and 0.8P0 . The tensile failure region con
sists of two portions. The upper portion is bounded by the b
anced condition and the axial capacity 0.10f c8Ag /f with f
50.7. In lower portion of the tension failure region, the streng
reduction factor varies 0.7<f<0.9 with a lower bound of zero
axial capacity.
JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING / JANUARY 2003 / 107
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Beam and Column Weight
The total weight of the frame is a function of the length and sh
of beams and columns. In the design of reinforced conc
frames the weight of the concrete itself is the most signific
factor in determining the overall structural weight. However,
this study, the objective is to minimize the cost of reinforc
concrete frames as defined by Eq.~2!. In this case, the cost of th
concrete material and the cost of the formwork are equally
portant and outweight the cost of the reinforcing steel.

Frame Analysis

To compute the fitness or the cost of each frame design, the v
tion of axial and shear force and bending moment in the frame
required. These structural response quantities are compute
each frame design using the finite element method. In general
properties of the beams and columns for a particular design a
the structural response of an indeterminate frame. The mome
inertia of each element is defined as

I beam50.35I g and I column50.7I g (12)

whereI g5moment of inertia of the gross section. The area fo
beam or a column is defined as the gross area of the section
ACI Code states that the modulus of elasticity can be taken
57,000Af c8 psi. In addition, the weight of each structural eleme
which varies depending on the design geometry, is included in
dead load acting on the frame.

The frame analysis includes checks for column slendern
and moment amplification. If a column is found to be slender,
applied moment will be magnified as discussed earlier. The
ment caused by the applied loading will also be magnified if
limit for the stability index for a story is violated.

ACI Code Beam Constraints

A reinforced concrete beam must have a structural capa
greater than the factored applied loading and meet specifica
defined in the ACI Code. If the shear or moment capacity is be
the required strength, the beam is penalized. In addition, the
Code has restrictions and limitations on the cross-sectional ge
etry of a beam and the position and quantity of steel reinfor
ment. Structural designs that do not satisfy the ACI Code h
their fitness values~structural cost! penalized by an amount tha
quantitatively reflects the degree of constraint violation.

The basic form of the constraints,ci , are

ci5H 0 if mi<0

mi if mi.0
(13)

wheremi5normalized degree of violation of constraintci .

Moment Capacity

The penalty for the normalized moment capacity is

m15UfMn2Mu

Mu
U (14)

where Mu5maximum moment in the beam due to the appli
loading; andf5strength reduction factor (f50.9 for flexure!.
The moment capacity of a singly reinforced and rectangular be
section,Mn , is defined as

Mn5Asf yS d2
a

2D (15)
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wherea5depth of the equivalent rectangular stress block

a5
Asf y

0.85f c8b
(16)

and f y5strength of the steel reinforcement; andf c85compressive
strength of concrete.

If the cross-sectional geometry and the reinforcing steel o
given design require the depth of the equivalent rectangular s
block, a, to be greater than the effective depth of the beam,d, the
moment capacity violates the assumptions inherent in Eq.~15!. In
such a case, the normalized moment capacity penalty is set
relatively large value (m1510).

For simplicity, the computation of the moment capacity of
beam is separated into two stages. First, the maximum pos
moment due to the applied loading is compared to the mom
capacity of the section considering only the reinforcement at
bottom of the section. The constraints,ci , are computed to ac
count for any violations. Second, if required, the maximum ne
tive moment is compared to the capacity of the section consi
ing only the reinforcement at the top of the section. T
constraints,ci , are reevaluated to reflect any infeasibility in th
design. This approach provides a conservative analysis an
simple to implement, especially for large framed structures.

Shear Capacity

The shear strength of a beam is computed and compared to
maximum shear caused by the applied loading. The penalty
the normalized shear capacity is

m25
Mmax2Vu

Vu
(17)

Vu5shear capacity of the beam section due to the loading
whereVmax is defined as

Vmax5S 1.9f c812500%
Vud

Mu
Dbd<3.5Af c8bd where

Vud

Mu
<1

(18)

and%5ratio of nonprestressed reinforcement, given as

%5
As

bd
(19)

Minimum Reinforcement Ratio

According to the ACI Code, the minimum amount of reinforc
ment placed in a beam is:

%min53
Af c8

f y
and %min>

200

f y
(20)

If % is less than%min , the minimum reinforcement penalty is

m35%min2% (21)

Table 1. Minimum Thickness of Beams

Support condition hmin

Simply supported ,/16
One end continuous ,/18.5
Both ends continuous ,/21
Cantilevered ,/8
Note: Span length,,, is in inches.



Table 2. Ordered Steel Areas

No. Reinforcement bar combinations As ~in.2!

1 3 0.1105
2 4 0.1963
3 3,3 0.2210
4 5 0.3068
¯ ¯ ¯

33 9,9,9,9 4.000
34 11,11,11 4.6845
35 10,10,10,10 5.0672
36 11,11,11,11 6.2460
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Minimum ÕMaximum Width

The ACI Code specifies the allowable spacing in a beam. Th
minimum clear spacing between parallel bars in a layer should
the diameter of the reinforcing bar, but not less than 1 in. Bea
sections may contain reinforcement with different bar sizes; th
biggest bar size in a row is used in computing the minimum clea
space. The minimum width of the beambmin is

bmin52xc12xt1dc~nb21!1td (26)

wherexc5specified clear cover for reinforcement,xt5diameter
of the tie reinforcement,dc5diameter of the largest bar~not less
than 1 in.!, nb5total number of bars in the row; andtd5 total
width ~the sum of all the bar diameters in the row!. The minimum
beam width penalty is

m65
bmin2b

bmin
(27)

The maximum allowable width of the beam is limited to the
thickness of the beam sectionbmax5h. The maximum width pen-
alty is

m75
b2h

h
(28)

Maximum Thickness

It is also common practice in design of reinforced concrete beam
to fix the maximum ratio of the thickness to the width of the
beam. Typically,hmax/b varies from 2 to 3. In this study, an av-
erage value ofhmax/b52.5 is used. The maximum thickness pen
alty is

m85
h2hmax

hmax
(29)

wherehmax5maximum allowable thickness (hmax52.5b).

Spacing Limits on Reinforcement

The ACI Code has a series of spacing limits for the placement
steel reinforcing. The difference in bar sizes within a single row
of reinforcement should not exceed two bar sizes. The horizon
bar difference penalty is

Table 3. Feasible Beam Cross Sections

Index No. b ~in.! h ~in.! Bar combination~Table 2! Moment ~k in.!

1 8 18 6 393.9
2 9 18 6 395.5
3 8 19 6 417.9
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

3,376 19 33 36 10,363.9
3,377 20 33 36 10,436.2
3,378 21 33 36 10,501.6
Maximum Reinforcement Ratio

To insure that the beam will fail in tension, an upper limit on th
reinforcement ratio is defined as

%b5
0.85b1f c8

f y
S 87,000

87,0001 f y
D (22)

whereb1 is

b150.8520.05S f c824,000

1,000 D (23)

If f c8,4,000 psi, b150.85 and if f c8.8,000 psi, b150.65.
The amount of steel placed in the beam is not allowed to exce
0.75%b . The maximum reinforcement penalty is

m45%20.75%b (24)

Minimum Thickness

Since the deflection of a beam is a function of the loading and
time when the loading is applied, it can be difficult to determin
an accurate beam deflection. The ACI Code specifies a minim
thickness for nonprestressed beams for various support co
tions. Table 1 lists values of the minimum thickness for the d
ferent support conditions.

If the thickness of the beam is less than the allowable thic
ness,hmin the beam thickness penalty is

m55
hmin2h

hmin
(25)

Fig. 3. Reinforced concrete beam loading cases
 Fig. 4. Possible topologies for column design
JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING / JANUARY 2003 / 109
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Table 4. Design Properties for Short-Tied Column

Design
example d8 ~in.! f y ~psi! f c8 ~psi! Pf ~lb! M f ~ft-lb!

1 2.56 58,015 3,626 553,030 326,74
2 2.76 58,015 4,351 400,160 266,99
3 2.95 58,015 4,351 449,618 414,51
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Load-Moment Interaction Diagram

A load-moment interaction diagram, as shown in Fig. 2, is co
structed for each column in a frame. If the axial force and t
bending moment for a column fall inside the load-moment int
action diagram, the designed beam column is feasible. If not,
beam column is not adequate and is penalized. The load-mom
interaction diagram penalty is

c125H 0 Load-Moment Interaction Satisfied

m12 Load-Moment Interaction Not Satisfied
(32)

where m125measure of the degree of violation from the loa
moment interaction diagram. The capacity of a column is chec
to determine if it lies within the load-moment diagram using t
residue theorem technique~Gipson 1986; Camp and Gipso
1990!. The load-moment interaction penalty is

m125
r 1

r 0
21 (33)

wherer 15radial distance from the load-moment combination
the origin of the interaction diagram; andr 05radial distance from
the intersection of ther 1 vector and the load-moment curve to th
origin.

Reinforcement Ratio

The ACI Code has limits for reinforcement of compression me
bers, and states that the area of longitudinal reinforcement s
not be less than 1%, nor more than 8% of the gross or total a
of the section. The reinforcement ration penalty is

c135H 0.012%g if %g<0.01

%g20.08 if %g.0.08
%g5

As

Ag
(34)

Spacing Limits on Reinforcement

The ACI Code states that in tied reinforced compression me
bers, the clear distance between longitudinal bars shall not be
than 1.5 times bar diameter or 1.5 in. The longitudinal bar spac
penalty is

m145
dmin2dc

dmin
(35)

wheredmin5allowable clear spacing between the bars accord
to the ACI Code; anddc5spacing between the longitudinal rein
forcement in a particular column design.

Genetic Algorithm

The GA used in this study is a modified version of a progra
originally developed by David Carroll at the University of Illi
nois. The source code for the GA driver is free for public use a
is available over the Internet~Carroll, 1997!. Carroll’s program is
a FORTRANversion of a GA driver and can be used for a varie
of different problems by simply designing an encoding sche
and supplying routines for estimating the fitness of a individu
solution. The main advantage of using the GA drive system
modularity and code reuse. New options can be added to the
portion of the program with little or no modifications to the fitne
evaluation routines.

The GA driver initializes a random sample of individual sol
tions upon initiation of the algorithm. The GA driver uses bina
m95bar sizemax2bar sizemin (30)

Vertical spacing limitations must be considered for beams w
more than two rows of tensile or compressive reinforcemen
the difference between the largest bar in the outer row and
smallest bar in the inner row exceeds two bar sizes, the ver
bar difference penalty ism1051.

In addition, if the difference between the largest bar in
inner row and the smallest bar in the outer row exceeds two
sizes, the vertical bar sizing penalty ism1052.

If two rows of reinforcing are used, it is common practice n
to let the total area of the inner row be greater than the outer
The double row spacing penalty is

m115As~ inner row!2As~outer row! (31)

As an additional check, if the difference between the larg
bar in the inner row and the largest bar in the outer row is gre
than zero the bar size penalty ism1151.

ACI Code Column Constraints

A reinforced concrete column must have sufficient structural
pacity to withstand the combined effect of axial force and bend
moment while meeting specifications defined in the ACI Code
the position and quantity of steel reinforcement. Beam-colu
designs that do not satisfy the ACI Code have their fitness va
~structural cost! penalized by an amount that quantitatively r
flects the degree of constraint violation.

Table 5. Design Results for Short-Tied Column Examples

Design
example

Design
variable Zielinski et al.~1995!

RC-GA
designs

1

b ~in.! 15.58 8.5

h ~in.! 26.91 29.5

As ~in.2! 4.26 4.00
% 1.02 1.60

Cost ~$/ft! 40.64 34.31

2

b ~in.! 12.58 12

h ~in.! 23.37 25

As ~in.2! 4.00 3.14
% 1.36 1.05

Cost ~$/ft! 37.14 32.18

3

b ~in.! 18.66 12

h ~in.! 19.65 29.5

As ~in.2! 11.35 4.00
% 3.09 1.13

Cost ~$/in.! 60.78 38.01
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coding for individual solutions in the population. A modified ve
sion of the GA driver has two strategies for choosing solut
pairs for mating: tournament selection with a shuffling techniq
and a partitioning scheme~Camp et al. 1998!. There are severa
crossover techniques in the modified version of the GA driv
single, double, triple point or uniform. In addition, there is
option to randomly vary the crossover method at each applica
Reproduction allows for the generation of either a single child
two children from each set of parent solutions. In addition, th
is a concurrent option for an elitist operation that guarantees
survival of the best solution into the next generation. Mutat
may be applied to either the genotype~jump mutation! or the
phenotype~creep mutation!. Additional features include: a nich
ing ~sharing! operator and an option for the number of childr
generated per pair of parents. Each operator is designed to e
enhance the convergence properties or to slow the process t
sure adequate exploration of the design search space.

The reinforced concrete design computer program~RC-GA!
integrates a finite element analysis of reinforced concrete s
tures, accounting for ACI Code specifications and limitatio
with Carroll’s GA driver. The design variables inRC-GAare:
1. Cross-sectional dimensions~h andb!;
2. Reinforcement bar number;
3. The number of reinforcing bars per row; and
4. The number of rows of reinforcing bars.

Carroll’s GA driver requires a value for the fitness of ea
solution in the search population. To evaluate the fitness,
structural capacity~shear and moment! of each design is deter
mined using a finite element analysis. The response of the s
ture is based on section properties, reinforcement configura
and loading cases. The value of the objective function, define
Eq. ~2!, approximates the cost of the structure. If the design
infeasible, as prescribed by the ACI Code, the degree to w
constraints are violated is estimated using Eq.~13!. The ACI
specifications and limitations are checked and the product of
constraint violations, given in Eq.~3!, is used to penalize struc
tural cost, as defined in Eq.~4!. The resulting penalized cost is th
fitness of the design.

Beam Design Examples

Two examples are presented to demonstrate the effectivenes
efficiency of designing reinforced concrete structures using a
The first example considers a simply supported beam with
row of tensile reinforcement. The second example is a sim
supported beam with a cantilevered section, inducing nega
moments in addition to positive moments.

In these examples, the maximum number of bars in a row
limited to four. In addition, bars in a row will be the same siz
Based on these values, the smallest area of steel is one]3 bar and
the maximum area is four]11 bars. Table 2 lists values of th
steel reinforcing variables for all 36 possible bar combinations
a row ~based on increasing steel area!.

The cost of concrete, steel, and formwork is estimated
$3.11/ft3, $468/ft3, and $2.50/ft2, respectively~Zielinski et al.
1995!. The unit weight of concrete and steel is approximately 1
lbs/ft3 and 490 lbs/ft3, respectively. All computations were pe
formed on a Dell XPS 450 MHz computer running Microso
FORTRAN Powerstation 4.0.

Unless otherwise indicated, the GA parameters for all the
sign examples are:
1. Population size 100;
.

er
n-

-

-
,

nd
.

2. Partitioning selection scheme with a partition point of 0
and a probability of 0.7;

3. Uniform crossover with a probability of 0.5 to 0.7;
4. Jump mutation with a probability of 0.01; and
5. Two children solutions from each parent set.

The exponential valueski , defined in Eq.~3!, for all the ex-
amples are

k1 – 852 k9 – 1451 (36)

Simply Supported Beam with One Row of Reinforcing
Steel

Consider a simply supported beam loaded by a factored dis
uted vertical load of 9.6 k/ft which includes an estimate of t
beam weight~McCormac 1998!. The strength of concrete,f c8
54,000 psi, and the yield strength of steel,f y560,000 psi. This
design utilizes a single row of steel reinforcement. The range
the beam dimensions are: 10<b<25 inches and 20<h<35
inches. The search increment for both the beam width and th
ness is 1 inch.

The design presented by McCormac~1998!, is a beam section
with b518 in., h529 in., four]11 bars, and an estimated cost
$1,125.44. An exhaustive search of all 9,216 possible solut
requires about 25 s of computing time and results in a be
section withb513 in., h532 in., four]10 bars, and a structura
cost of $972.46. In designs developed by theRC-GA program,
over 100 generations require about the same amount of com
ing time as the exhaustive search. However, on average, the m
mum cost design of $972.46 is found after 13 generations. Ov
number of different runs, theRC-GAprogram found the minimum
cost design in as few as five generations or as many as 37
erations.

Simply Supported Beam with Compression and
Tension Steel

Fig. 3 shows a beam where tensile and compressive reinfor
steel is required~McCormac 1998!. A factored uniformly distrib-
uted dead load, including an estimate of the beam weight, of
k/ft is applied to the entire length of the beam. The live load is
k/ft and there are two cases of live load placement. The maxim
negative and positive moments generated by the factored loa
cases are used to design the beam. The maximum positive
negative moments are produced in the beam by loading cas
and 2, respectively. The beam design is limited to one row
reinforcing steel in tension and one row in compression. T
ranges of values for the beam dimensions~in! are: 6<b<21 and
18<h<33. The search increment for both the beam width a
thickness is 1 in. The strength of concrete,f c853,000 psi, and the
yield strength of steel,f y560,000 psi.

The RC-GAdesign procedure checks to determine if a des
is feasible using a three-phase approach. First, a table is gene
of feasible reinforced concrete beam and column sections
satisfy the restrictions and specifications of the ACI Code
reinforcement ratio, cross-sectional geometry, and reinforcem
spacing within the prescribed variable limits. The remaining g
metrically feasible beam sections are sorted based on the mo
capacity of the section. Table 3 lists the ordered beam section
well as the corresponding steel pattern number as defined in T
2. In the second phase, the absolute maximum moment in
beam section is determined andRC-GAuses selection, reproduc
tion, and mutation operations to search the geometrically feas
JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING / JANUARY 2003 / 111
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The design presented by McCormac~1998!, is a beam section
with b514 in., h526 in., three]8 bars in the bottom, four]8
bars in the top, and an estimated cost of $1,017.50. An exhaus
search of all 331,776 possible solutions requires about 12 mi
computing time and results in beam section withb510 in., h
525 in., three]8 bars in the bottom, three]9 bars in the top, and
a minimum structural cost of $897.36.

The majority of the designs in the specified search space
infeasible. In many of those cases, the reinforcing steel sele
from Table 2 does not meet ACI Code spacing limitations and
be eliminated from consideration very quickly. In this examp
the number of feasible beam sections that satisfy spacing lim
tions is 3,378~listed in Table 3!.

In designs developed by theRC-GAprogram, over 100 gen-
erations require about the same amount of computing time as
exhaustive search. However, on average, the minimum cost
sign of $897.36 is found after ten generations.

Uniaxial Short-Tied Column Design Examples

Zielinski et al.~1995! designed reinforced short-tied concrete co
umns that conformed to the Canadian Standard CSA CAN
A23.3-M84 using a two-part penalty function optimization tec
nique. The objective of the design procedure is to minimize
cost per unit length of column. In the first part of the desi
procedure, an initial design is assumed and its structural capa
is calculated and compared to the applied loading. During
second part of the procedure, the cross-sectional dimensions
the amount and position of the reinforcing bars are adjusted u
a minimum cost is found.

Each uniaxial column is loaded with a factored axial forc
Pf , and a factored bending moment,M f . In the column design,
the depth,b, was not allowed to be greater than the width,h.

Four variables define the design of each short-tied column:
depth and thickness of the column, the topology of the steel re
forcement, and the bar size. In this study, the reinforcement
pologies are limited to even numbered bar patterns to avoid p
sibility of biaxial eccentricity in the column. The column design
consider five different reinforcement patterns consisting of 4, 6
10, or 12 equal-sized bars. Fig. 4 shows the five reinforcem
topologies. Since the designs presented by Zielinski et al.~1995!
are for short columns, slenderness is not considered. Values
the cost of concrete, steel, and formwork are the same as the
assumed in the beam design examples.

The design examples have different loadings and mate
properties, in addition to the different clear cover specificatio
Table 4 lists the geometric, material, and loading conditions
Table 6. Search Space Parameters for Two-Bay Six-Story Frame

b ~in.! h ~in.!

Reinforcement

Number of bars Bar size

Column
Min 6 7 4 3
Max 22 22 12 11
Increment 1 1 2 1

Beam
Min 8 12 1 3
Max 18 33 4 11
Increment 1 1 1 1
beam space for a singly reinforced design that satisfies the
quired maximum moment capacity and minimizes the cost. D
pending on the direction of the moment, the primary reinforc
ment is placed in the tension zone, either the bottom or top of t
beam. In the final phase, theRC-GAprocedure analyzes the bes
design and computes the required secondary reinforcement
each beam.

While generating a list of geometrically feasible beam ele
ments can initially be a time-consuming task, the resulting el
ment feasibility tables can be stored and reused to design ot
structures. Accumulation of heuristic design information on th
feasibility of structural elements can improve the efficiency of th
RC-GAprocedure by focusing the search on the feasible des
space. Feasible element tables can also provide a simple map
scheme where a single value can encode information about m
design variables. In addition, the element tables can be sorted
associate the table index number with information not read
available from the values of the design variables. For examp
feasible beam elements may be sorted based on the moment
pacity of the section, described by the encoded design variab
such that as the index number increases, the moment capacit
the section increases.
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Table 7. Ordered Feasible Column Cross Sections

Index
No. b ~in.! h ~in.!

Steel Bar Combination

Number of bars Bar size

1 7 7 6 3
2 7 7 8 3
3 7 7 4 4
¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

3,109 22 22 10 11
3,110 21 22 12 11
3,111 22 22 12 11
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Two-Bay Six-Story Frame Design Example

Fig. 5 shows a two-bay six-story reinforced concrete frame
signed by Rajeev and Krishnamoorthy~1998!. The design con-
forms to the Indian Standard Code of Practice for Reinforc
Concrete~IS 1978! design code and does not consider the sh
capacity of the beam sections. The dimensions of the frame
h54 m ~13.12 ft!, L156 m ~19.69 ft!, andL254 m ~13.12 ft!. A
factored uniformly distributed vertical load ofw530 kN/m
~2,056 lb/ft! is applied to every beam in the frame. In addition,
lateral load ofP510 kN ~2,248 lb! is applied to each story. The
estimated cost of the frame is

F5 (
i 51

nb1nc

$Ccbihi1CsAsi
12Cf~bi1hi !%, i (37)

where nb5number of beams in the frame; andnc5number of
columns in the frame.

The cost of concrete, steel, and formwork is estimated
$735/m3 ~$20.81/ft3!, $7.1/kg~$1,578/ft3!, and $54/m2 ~$5.02/ft2!,
respectively~Rajeev and Krishnamoorthy 1998!. The unit weight
of concrete and steel is approximately 145 lbs/ft3 and 490 lbs/ft3,
respectively. The strength of concrete,f c853,000 psi, and the
yield strength of steel,f y560,000 psi.

The structural elements of the frame are divided into th
column groups and four beam groups as shown in Fig. 5~Rajeev
and Krishnamoorthy, 1998!. All the beams spanning the sam
frame bay are in element groups 3 or 4, except for the roof be
which are in element groups 1 or 2. Each column group cons
of all colinear columns extending from the ground level to t
roof level, element groups 5–7. Table 6 lists the boundaries of
search space for the frame design.

The cost function used by Rajeev and Krishnamoorthy~1998!
is slightly different than the cost function used inRC-GA-as de-
fined in Eq.~38!. The cost function used by Rajeev and Kris
namoorthy accounts for their requirement that there must be
rows of steel in both the compression and the tension portion
the beam. Typically, the outer row of the reinforcement is co
tinuous and has the same number of equal-sized bars throug
colinear spans in the frame. In addition, the cost function inc
porates prescribed bar cut-off lengths for the inner row of
reinforcement in both the compression and tension bar grou
The RC-GAdesign uses one row of continuous reinforcement
both the positive and negative moment zones and does no
clude bar cutoff.
Table 8. Design Results Without Shear Considerations for Two-Bay Six-Story Frame

Rajeev and Krishnamoorthy~1998!

Beam Group Number Column Group Number

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

b ~in.! 7.9 7.9 7.9 7.9 9.9 9.9 9.9

h ~in.! 13.8 9.9 13.8 11.8 9.9 9.9 11.8

As bottom ~in.2! 2 #4 2 #4 2 #5 1 #11 6 #7 6 #7 6 #7

As top ~in.2! 2 #5 2 #5 1 #9 1 #9

Cost $26,052
RC-GA

b ~in.! 11 13 9 8 7 7 7

h ~in.! 22 19 22 19 8 18 11

As bottom ~in.2! 2 #6 1 #5 4 #4 1 #6 4 #5 4 #7 4 #4

As top ~in.2! 2 #8 2 #7 1 #11 2 #5

Cost $24,959

Bold–Indicates infeasible design with respect to the ACI Code~not including shear!.
each example. In each design example, the distance from t
outer fiber of the concrete to the centroid of the first reinforcin
bar, d8, is predetermined~see Fig. 1!. The clear cover for each
column design will change depending on the size of the longitu
dinal reinforcing bars. Values for the column dimensions in inche
range from 7<b<22 and 7<h<22. The discrete search incre-
ment for both the column width and thickness is 0.5 in.

The design of short-tied columns is dependent on the stress
in the reinforcing steel. These stresses are used to generate
strength load-moment interaction diagram for the column~see
Fig. 2!. Feasible solutions are generated based on the restrictio
and specifications outlined in the ACI Code.

Table 5 lists a comparison between the column designs pr
sented by Zielinski et al.~1995! and those developed by the
RC-GAprocedure. There is no restriction on the column width
to-thickness ratio as long as the column dimensions are within t
prescribed range of values for the width and the thickness. Wit
out any restriction on column width-to-depth ratio, theRC-GA
program develops column sections that are wide and narrow. Th
characteristic of the design is reasonable considering the uniax
nature of the analysis. In addition, theRC-GAprogram tends to
minimize the amount of reinforcing steel in columns since th
unit cost of steel significantly affects the overall structural cost a
defined in Eq.~2!. The ACI Code requires a minimum reinforce-
ment ratio of 1%. The reinforcement ratios for theRC-GAdesigns
range from 1.05 to 1.60%, while the ratios for the designs pre
sented by Zielinski et al.~1995! range from 1.02 to 3.09%.

In all three examples, theRC-GA column designs are more
cost efficient than the designs presented by Zielinski et al.~1995!.
RC-GAdesigns reduce the cost per foot for examples 1, 2, and
by 15.6, 13.4, and 37.5%, respectively.
JOURNAL OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING / JANUARY 2003 / 113
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sectional properties and develop the required load-moment ca
ity by employing a more efficient structural section.

Fig. 6 shows a typical convergence history of theRC-GApro-
cedure for the example frame design. The computational time
300 generations with a population size of 300 is about 13 h
large population was required due to the size of the geometric
feasible design space, in this case, four beam groups with 3
beams types and three column groups with 3,111 column ty
~approximately 1.2631021 possible solutions!.

The two-bay six-story frame is re-designed considering
moment and shear capacities of the beams and the load-mo
interaction in the columns with moment magnification due
frame stability and column slenderness. The finite element an
sis used to evaluate the fitness ofRC-GAdesigns has an option
for checking the slenderness of columns using Eqs.~5!–~11!. The
best design developed byRC-GA, with column slenderness con
sidered, cost $25,471, an increase of 2% over the no-slende
design. Table 9 lists theRC-GAdesign details for the beam an
column elements.

Summary

A procedure for designing low-cost reinforced concrete fram
using a genetic algorithm is presented. TheRC-GAdesign proce-
dure minimizes the material and construction cost of reinfor
concrete while satisfying the limitations and specifications of
ACI Code. Beam elements are evaluated based on their flex
response considering moment magnification factors due to fr
stability. A rectilinear column strength interaction diagram is us
to evaluate the feasibility of columns with moment magnificati
due to slenderness effects. The limitations and specification
the ACI Code are formulated as a series of constraints to
discrete cost optimization problem and applied as penalties on
fitness function of the genetic algorithm. Several design exam
are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficien
the RC-GAprocedure. While the reduction in structural costs
sociated with aRC-GAdesign might be viewed as insignificant
the total cost of the structure, the systemic and automatic ve
cation of the ACI Code limitations and restrictions can provide
increased level of confidence in the integrity of the design.

Unit Conversions

1 in.525.4 mm

1 kip54,450 N

1 k in.5113 N mm

1 ksi56.9 MPa
Table 9. Design Results Considering Column Slenderness for Two-Bay Six-Story Frame

RC-GA

Beam Group Number Column Group Number

1 2 3 4 1 2 3

b ~in.! 10 8 9 9 7 8 7

h ~in.! 22 19 18 19 8 22 12

As bottom ~in.2! 4 #4 1 #5 4 #4 1 #6 4 #6 4 #6 6 #4

As top ~in.2! 1 #9 3 #6 3 #7 2 #5

Cost $25,471
As previously described in the simply supported beam e
amples, theRC-GAdesign procedure uses the ACI Code limit
and restrictions on the reinforcement ratio, cross-sectional geo
etry, and reinforcement spacing to check for feasible beam e
ments within the prescribed limits of the design variables. T
feasible beams listed in Table 3, generated for the simply su
ported beam examples, are reused for this frame design. Tab
lists geometrically feasible column elements, sorted by increas
moment capacity, used in this design.

Table 8 compares theRC-GAdesign, without shear consider-
ations, with the design presented by Rajeev and Krishnamoor
~1998!. The best design developed byRC-GA has a cost of
$24,959, whereas the Rajeev and Krishnamoorthy design ha
cost of $26,052, a cost reduction of 4.2%. While it appears th
the cost reduction is small, theRC-GA design conforms to the
specifications of the ACI Code, whereas the beams in elem
groups 1, 2 and 3, and the columns in element groups 6 and 7
the Rajeev and Krishnamoorthy design do not conform to the A
Code. The factored nominal moment capacities of these secti
are between 3.4 and 125% less than the required moment
order for the Rajeev and Krishnamoorthy design to be accepta
under the ACI Code, 19 beam and column elements must
redesigned to increase their moment capacities. The associ
cost of this redesign should significantly increase the cost of
structure.

The cost of beams designed byRC-GAis larger than the cost
of the beams developed by Rajeev and Krishnamoorthy; howev
all theRC-GAbeams have the moment capacity required by AC
In contrast, the cost of the columns design byRC-GA is smaller
than the equivalent columns developed by Rajeev and Kris
namoorthy. Two of the three column groups developed by Raje
and Krishnamoorthy have square cross-sectional geometries.
column groups in theRC-GA design have rectangular cross
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